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cars and I set out from Guwera in two Ford tenders,
with the drivers and ten days' rations, to reconnoitre.
Our way lay through the grazing-grounds of the
Beni Atiya tribe, and it was necessary for our com-
fort and safety that Matlaq al Jumaan, the head of
the tribe, should go with us.    There was no room
for him in the cars, which were already full to the
brim with petrol, spare parts, tyres, and water.   So
we  made  a  little  camel  caravan   consisting  of
Matlaq, two of his followers, and one of Lawrence's
camel-men with camels for Wade and myself, in
case the cars got stuck.    Our first day's run was
along the baked mud-flats of Guwera, winding in
and out among rose-grey masses of sandstone.  The
surface was quite perfect for motoring—hard and
white and smooth and absolutely dead flat.   There
was not a sign of life anywhere, though Matlaq told
us that we were being watched all the time from
the crags by his nomad tribesmen.    He was such a
tiny little man that we made a nest for him in the
folds of our bell tent, which had been laid as an
afterthought on top of the mountain of cases and
tins in the back of one of the cars.   He beguiled the
way with long stories of the country and the people,
and more particularly of the fine deeds that his
gallant tribe had done against the Turks.  Remem-
bering my experiences with the Dhafir at Nasiriyah,
I was inclined to be a little sceptical about the
fighting value of Bedouin tribes, but after what I
had heard of Lawrence's performances I realised
that I might be misjudging them.
Matlaq had one mysterious story of a place called
Gareya, which apparently lay quite close to the
place for which the party were making. One of his
tribe? he said? had found himself one day in Al

